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Feature-based attention is known to operate in a spatially global manner, in that the selection of attended features is not bound to the
spatial focus of attention. Here we used electromagnetic recordings in human observers to characterize the spatiotemporal signature of
such global selection of an orientation feature. Observers performed a simple orientation-discrimination task while ignoring task-
irrelevant orientation probes outside the focus of attention. We observed that global feature-based selection, indexed by the brain
response to unattended orientation probes, is composed of separable functional components. One such component reflects global
selection based on the similarity of the probe with task-relevant orientation values (“template matching”), which is followed by a
component reflecting selection based on the similarity of the probe with the orientation value under discrimination in the focus of
attention (“discrimination matching”). Importantly, template matching occurs at �150 ms after stimulus onset, �80 ms before the onset
of discrimination matching. Moreover, source activity underlying template matching and discrimination matching was found to origi-
nate from ventral extrastriate cortex, with the former being generated in more anterolateral and the latter in more posteromedial parts,
suggesting template matching to occur in visual cortex higher up in the visual processing hierarchy than discrimination matching. We
take these observations to indicate that the population-level signature of global feature-based selection reflects a sequence of hierarchi-
cally ordered operations in extrastriate visual cortex, in which the selection based on task relevance has temporal priority over the
selection based on the sensory similarity between input representations.

Introduction
The neural mechanisms underlying feature-based attention
(FBA) have been intensively investigated with single-cell record-
ings in animals. A way to document FBA effects in such studies is
to assess the firing response to feature probes presented in the
receptive field (RF) of a cell away from the spatial focus of atten-
tion. This experimental setup showed that FBA is reflected by an
enhancement of firing gain of feature-selective cells (Motter,
1994; McAdams and Maunsell, 1999, 2000; Treue and Martínez
Trujillo, 1999; Bichot et al., 2005; Cohen and Maunsell, 2011).
Moreover, it demonstrated that FBA operates in a spatially global
way, that is, outside the spatial focus of attention (Maunsell and
Treue, 2006). Signatures of global FBA were also documented at
the neural population level with fMRI and electromagnetic re-
cordings [electroencephalogram (EEG)/magnetoencephalogram
(MEG)] in humans (Saenz et al., 2002; Hopf et al., 2004; Zhang
and Luck, 2009; Boehler et al., 2011a; Jehee et al., 2011). For
example, Saenz et al. (2002) showed that attention to color or
motion direction in one visual hemifield increased the BOLD

response in striate and extrastriate cortex contralateral to a
matching color or motion direction in the unattended visual
hemifield. EEG/MEG recordings in subjects performing a visual
search task revealed that a task-relevant orientation feature was
selected throughout the visual field (VF) before spatial focusing
onto the target—a form of global selection that was indexed by an
early-latency negative-polarity modulation of the event-related
potential (ERP) (Hopf et al., 2004).

Still, at the population level, the mechanisms underlying
global FBA are characterized in less detail than at the single-
neuron level. In the monkey, the modulation of the firing gain
underlying FBA was shown to be a multiplicative function of the
similarity between the tuning of a cell and the attended feature
outside its RF [feature-similarity gain account (Treue and Mar-
tínez Trujillo, 1999)] but not a function of the degree of similarity
between a feature probe inside the RF of the cell and the feature
presented in the focus of attention (Martinez-Trujillo and Treue,
2004). This refers to an important yet unsettled issue of experi-
ments demonstrating global FBA at the population level: what is
the exact type of matching operation giving rise to global FBA?
Specifically, does global FBA arise as a result of the similarity
between a feature presented outside the spatial focus of attention
and task-relevant feature descriptions held in memory, or as a
result of a match between a feature and the actual feature discrim-
inated inside the focus of attention? The first alternative refers to
a match against a feature template (“template matching”),
whereas the second refers to the physical match between attended
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features of simultaneously presented items, no matter whether
they match the target descriptions in memory or not (“discrimi-
nation matching”).

Here, we report data from experiments aimed at dissociating
between these alternatives in the domain of attention to orienta-
tion. We show that global FBA reflects both similarity relations,
operating in sequence. Global selection as a result of template
matching arises �80 ms before global selection because of dis-
crimination matching in separate regions of the occipital–tem-
poral cortex, consistent with a hierarchical priority order of
selection.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-one subjects participated in experiment 1 (19 females;
mean age, 25.8 years; one left-handed), 36 in experiment 2 (28 females;
mean age, 25.3 years; all right-handed), and 18 in experiment 3 (15
females; mean age, 25.8 years; all right-handed). All subjects were stu-
dents of the University of Magdeburg (Magdeburg, Germany), gave in-
formed consent, and were paid for participation. The experiments were
approved by the ethics board of the University of Magdeburg. All subjects
were neurologically normal students with normal or corrected-to-
normal visual acuity.

Experiment 1: experimental procedure. On each trial, subjects viewed
two oriented gratings (Fig. 1), one in the left (LVF) and one in the right
(RVF) VF. The grating in the LVF always served as the target and the one
in the RVF as an orientation feature probe (in short, “probe”). The target
was either vertical (0°) or horizontal (90°), and subjects had to report its
orientation with a two-alternative button press (index and middle fingers
of the right hand). The simultaneously presented probe differed from the
target in a range of orientations from no difference (0° orientation dif-
ference; OD0°) to orthogonal (OD90°) in steps of 15°. The OD variation
was used to assess the brain response to the probe as a function of orien-
tation similarity between the probe and the target on a given trial (dis-
crimination matching), as well as between the probe and the target
descriptions held in memory (template matching). At OD0° and OD90°,
the probe matched the target description held in memory but, on a given
trial, was either matching the orientation of the target (OD0°) or was at

maximum mismatch with the orientation of the target (OD90°). As illus-
trated in the diagram in Figure 1, accounts in terms of discrimination
matching (open circles) and template matching (filled circles) make sim-
ilar predictions for OD0°–OD45° because both decrease with increasing
OD. In contrast, in the OD45°-OD90° range, the probe-to-target simi-
larity is further reduced, whereas the probe-to-template similarity in-
creases to match the orientation template at OD90° (implicitly assuming
that probe-to-template similarity is determined by the one template-
orientation that is most similar to the probe). Hence, the OD45°–OD90°
range permits us to dissociate between the alternative matching relation-
ships. If global FBA arises as a result of template matching, it should
appear for both the OD0° and the OD90°, with OD45° showing the
smallest response. Alternatively, if global FBA arises as a result of plain
discrimination matching, OD90° should yield a smaller response than
OD45°.

Experiment 1: stimuli. The gratings were circular patches (2.3° of visual
angle in diameter) of high-contrast black/white alternating stripes with a
spatial frequency of 1.52 cycles per degree of visual angle and presented
4.0° lateral (LVF and RVF) and 2.3° below the fixation cross in the center
of the screen (eye-to-screen distance of 100 cm). Gratings were presented
for 700 ms in a trial-by-trial manner with a jittered intertrial stimulus
onset asynchrony of 1500 –2000 ms (rectangular distribution). Subjects
performed six blocks of 280 trials, amounting to a total of 240 trials per
OD condition.

Experiment 2: stimuli and procedure. Stimuli and stimulation protocol
were identical to experiment 1 except for the following modifications
introduced to change the set of task-relevant orientation features held in
memory. As in experiment 1, the orientation of the probe varied ran-
domly from trial to trial in a range of seven orientations (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°,
60°, 75°, and 90°). The target, however, varied between two orientations
differing only by 15° (either from horizontal or from vertical). Specifi-
cally, for half of the subjects, the target orientation was either vertical or
15° tilted clockwise, whereas for the other half of the subjects, the target
was either horizontal or 15° tilted counterclockwise. A given subject per-
formed only vertical or horizontal and the corresponding tilt to avoid
that orthogonal (OD90°) probes gain some overall relevance above that
of OD45° probes throughout the experimental session. Each subject per-

Figure 1. Experimental conditions and predictions of experiment 1. While fixating the central fixation cross, subjects attended the LVF (dashed circle) for discriminating the orientation of a target
grating (shown left to fixation). The target was either vertical or horizontal (template) and paired with a task-irrelevant orientation probe in the unattended RVF (black gratings). The orientation of
the probe differed from the orientation of the target by seven possible orientation differences (OD0°, OD15°, OD30°, OD45°, OD60°, OD75°, and OD90°), here shown with reference to a vertical target.
The diagram sketches the predictions of experiment 1, with the predicted brain response to the probe being plotted in the y direction. If the probe response reflects the similarity between the
orientation of the probe and the template (template matching), the response should be largest for OD0° and OD90° trials, with OD45° showing the smallest response (filled circles). In contrast, if the
probe response reflects the similarity between the orientation of the probe and the actual orientation of the target on a given trial (discrimination matching), the response should be largest for OD0°,
intermediate for OD45°, and smallest for OD90° trials (open circles).
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formed six trial blocks containing 280 trials, resulting in a total of 120
trials per experimental condition.

Experiment 3: stimuli and procedure. Stimuli and stimulation protocol
were identical to experiment 1 except for two important modifications.
(1) To assess the passive responsiveness of the cortex corresponding to
the VF of probe presentation, we interrupted the probe presentation
between 150 and 200 ms after probe onset randomly on 50% of the trials.
The gap elicits a response on its own (gap response) and was isolated by
subtracting the response to trials without a gap (probe-only trials) from
trials with a gap (probe-gap trials) of the same OD condition. The gap
response was then analyzed as a function of the OD variation between the
target and the probe. (2) Because this halved the number of trials per OD
condition, we used only three essential OD conditions (OD0°, OD45°,
OD90°) sufficient to characterize the effect of global FBA. Subjects per-
formed five blocks of 280 trials, amounting to a total of 140 trials per OD
and gap condition.

Data recording. The EEG was recorded using a 32-electrode cap (Ag/
AgCl electrodes; Falk Minow Services) and a EPA-6 amplifier system
(Sensorium). The MEG was recorded with a 248-channel BTI Magnes
whole-head magnetometer system (4-D Neuroimaging Magnes WH
3600). EEG and MEG were simultaneously recorded in a magnetically
shielded (Mu-metal) recording chamber, sampled at 508 Hz after apply-
ing online analog low-pass filtering (direct current to 50 Hz). The rejec-
tion of environmental magnetic artifacts was performed online based on
a reference environmental coil system (described by Robinson, 1989).
The EEG signal was recorded with reference to the right mastoid and
offline re-referenced to the algebraic mean of the left and right mastoid.
Impedances were kept �5 k�, and an electrode placed at FPZ served as
ground. For monitoring eye-movement artifacts, an electro-oculogram
(EOG) was recorded with bipolar montages of electrodes at the left and
right outer canthies, as well as above and below the right eye. Fixation
performance was also monitored with a custom-made zoom lens infra-
red camera system.

Data analyses. EEG and MEG were continuously recorded and subse-
quently separated into epochs spanning from 200 ms before to 700 ms
after stimulus onset. Before averaging, offline artifact rejection (eye
movements, muscle tension artifacts, etc.) was performed based on a
peak-to-peak amplitude threshold criterion (EOG, 90 �V; MEG, 2.5 pT).
ERP and event-related magnetic field (ERMF) responses were then com-
puted by selective averaging of epochs elicited by the experimental con-
ditions of interest, relative to a baseline interval of 200 ms before stimulus
onset. Epochs containing eye movements, artifacts, or incorrect re-
sponses were excluded from averaging. For statistical data validation,
repeated-measures ANOVA (rANOVA) were performed on mean am-
plitude measures in time ranges of interest. If necessary, violations of data
sphericity were controlled for by applying Greenhouse–Geisser epsilon
correction (corrected p values reported). To determine the temporal
onset of waveform differences, a sliding-window ANOVA approach was
used (Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991), in which mean amplitudes in a 20
ms time window were tested for consecutive time samples of a time range
of interest. The first of at least three consecutive time samples showing
significant effects was taken as the temporal onset of a waveform differ-
ence. Waveforms and amplitude measures will be reported for the elec-
trode site showing the maximum grand-average amplitude variation as a
function of OD condition contralateral to the VF of probe presentation.

Note that the pattern of simultaneously recorded ERMF responses was
fully consistent with the ERP results. Respective waveforms will, how-
ever, not be discussed below to keep data presentation succinct. The
MEG waveforms do not add qualitatively new information to what is
revealed by the ERP waveforms. Nonetheless, because of a number of
favorable physical properties, MEG data are likely to improve current
source localization analyses when combined with the ERP data
(Hämäläinen et al., 1993). Both datasets were therefore combined for
source localization.

Current source localization. For localizing current sources, distributed
source models were computed on the combined EEG and MEG signal by
using the minimum-norm least-squares method (Hämäläinen and
Ilmoniemi, 1984; Fuchs et al., 1999) as implemented in the multimodal
neuroimaging software Curry 6.0 (Compumedics Neuroscan). Inverse

modeling was constrained by realistic anatomical models of the volume
conductor and the current source compartment, obtained from seg-
mentations [boundary element method (BEM) (Fuchs et al., 1998) as
provided with Curry 6.0] of high-resolution MR scans. For the grand-
average data (over subjects), segmentations of the MNI brain (Montreal
Neurological Institute, average 152 T1-weighted stereotaxic volumes of
the ICBM project, ICBM152) were used. Source-density estimates in
individual subjects were constrained by segmentations of individual an-
atomical data (T1-weighted three-dimensional spoiled gradient echo se-
quence; 256 � 256 matrix; field of view, 25 � 25 cm; 124 slices; slice
thickness, 1.5 mm; in-plane resolution, 0.97 � 0.97 mm; echo time, 8 ms;
repetition time, 24 ms; flip angle, 30°) if available. Individual MR scans
were not available in nine subjects of experiment 1 and in 17 subjects of
experiment 2. In these cases, source localization was based on segmenta-
tions of the MNI brain after transforming the subjects’ individual local-
ization coordinates into the MNI reference space.

A three-layer BEM consisting of triangularizations of the CSF space,
the skull bone, and the skull skin served as model for the volume con-
ductor. A one-layer 3D segmentation of the gray-matter served as source
compartment. To provide anatomical constraints on source modeling of
grand-average data, analogous segmentations of the MNI brain (Mon-
treal Neurological Institute, average 152 T1-weighted stereotaxic vol-
umes of the ICBM project, ICBM152) were used. To coregister MEG
sensor positions with EEG electrode positions, five magnetic localizers
(spatial marker coils) were placed at defined locations in the EEG cap. In
each subject, the position of those marker coils was digitized together
with the position of electrode locations. Finally, to coregister anatomical
data (individual anatomical models of the volume conductor and corti-
cal source compartment) and functional data (EEG/MEG), individual
anatomical landmarks were digitized (Polhemus 3Space Fastrak system)
and then brought into reference with corresponding anatomical land-
marks identified in the MR data. For the grand average across subjects,
the landmark coordinate system of each individual subject was adjusted
to the most prototypical subject’s reference system, by coregistering an-
atomical fiducial points defined by the left and right pre-auricular points
and the nasion.

Results
Experiment 1
Behavioral performance
Figure 2a summarizes the mean response time (RT) and accuracy
data for the different OD conditions of experiment 1. RT varies
among conditions, with fastest responses appearing for the
OD45° condition. With the exception of OD60°, responses be-
come faster as they approach OD45° and become slower as they
approach OD90°. An rANOVA with a seven-level factor OD val-
idates the overall presence of RT effects (F(6,120) � 16.84, p �
0.0001). The results of subsequent pairwise comparisons are
summarized by the matrix chart to the top right of the bar graph.
Significant comparisons (p � 0.05, Bonferroni’s corrected for
multiple comparisons) are highlighted by gray squares. Perfor-
mance accuracy (Fig. 2a, right) was generally high and varied as a
function of OD, with OD75° and OD90° showing slight perfor-
mance decrements relative to all other OD conditions. This is
confirmed by an overall rANOVA (F(6,120) � 9.29, p � 0.0001), as
well as by subsequent pairwise comparisons summarized in the
corresponding matrix chart. The slight drop in accuracy appears
to suggest an effect of discrimination matching, but it is only
significant for OD90° and may rather be an effect of response
compatibility because target and probe orientation map onto
response alternatives. However, this pattern is not reflected by the
RT data, which should then show faster responses for OD0° than
OD90°. Conversely, responses to OD45° are faster relative to
OD0° and OD90°, with no difference between the latter—a pat-
tern fitting with an effect of template matching.
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Electromagnetic recordings
Figure 3a shows the ERP response recorded from a parieto-
occipital electrode site over the left hemisphere (PO7) contralat-
eral to the VF of probe presentation. Note that, because of the
contralateral retinotopic organization of the visual cortex, left
hemisphere electrode sites will primarily reflect activity elicited
by stimuli in the RVF, that is, activity corresponding with the
probe. Shown are selected waveforms elicited by probes that dif-
fered from the target by 0° (thick solid), 45° (thin solid), and 90°
(dashed). Although the three waveforms display a similar se-
quence of components, there are significant amplitude differ-
ences arising in the time range of the N1 (150 –200 ms), the N2
(230 –330 ms), and also in a later time range. An overall one-way
rANOVA with a seven-level factor OD (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°,
90°) on mean-amplitude measures in these time ranges confirms
this by yielding significant effects between 150 and 200 ms
(F(6,120) � 3.62, p � 0.005), between 230 and 330 ms (F(6,120) �
6.06, p � 0.005), and in the subsequent time range of the P3
component between 350 and 600 ms (F(6,120) � 9.07, p � 0.0005).
To determine the exact temporal onset of OD-related amplitude
modulations, a sliding-window rANOVA analysis performed in a
time range between 0 and 500 ms (see Materials and Methods),
which revealed that the first significant amplitude effect (p �
0.05, black horizontal bar in a) arises at 150 ms after stimulus
onset. This amplitude effect is characterized by a negative voltage
enhancement for OD0° relative to OD45° until �200 ms (bright

gray area between traces)—a negativity resembling the modula-
tion known to index global FBA in previous reports (Hopf et al.,
2004). A pairwise comparison of the mean amplitude of the
OD45° and OD0° conditions between 150 and 200 ms yielded a
significant effect (p � 0.05). Importantly, in the N1 time range,
the OD90° condition does also show a negative enhancement
relative to OD45° (p � 0.05), but there is no significant difference
between the OD0° and the OD90° conditions (p � 0.33). This is
further summarized in b, showing a bar plot of the average neg-
ative enhancement between 150 and 200 ms separately for the
different OD conditions relative to the amplitude of the OD45°
condition. The negativity to the OD0° is largest and falls to a
minimum, with increasing OD toward OD45°. Critically, at
OD90°, the negative response is large, thereby approaching the
effect size at OD15°, a pattern clearly in line with template match-
ing underlying the amplitude modulation in the N1 time range.

In contrast, when inspecting the subsequent N2 time range
(230 –330 ms, dark gray area in a), the pattern of response ampli-
tude variation is qualitatively different from the previous N1 time
range. As shown in c, the negative modulation to the OD0° con-
dition is largest and becomes smaller toward OD45° (pairwise
comparison OD0° vs OD45°, p � 0.05). From OD45° to OD90°,
however, the response to the probe becomes even less negative
(pairwise comparison OD0° vs OD90°, p � 0.0001), turning into
a positive modulation relative to the OD45° condition. To further

Figure 2. Behavioral performance of experiment 1 (a), experiment 2 (b), and experiment 3 (c). a, b, Mean RT (left) and proportion (percentage) of correct responses (right) are shown separately
for the seven different probe-target orientation differences (probe-target ODs: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°). The vertical lines show the SEM. The matrix chart to the top right of each bar graph
summarizes the results of corresponding pairwise statistical comparisons (t tests) between OD conditions. Gray indexes significant ( p � 0.05, Bonferroni’s corrected for multiple comparisons)
differences. n.s., Not significant. c, Mean RT (left) and percentage correct responses (right) of the three probe-target orientation differences of experiment 3. Performance data are shown separately
for probe-only (bright gray) and probe-gap (dark gray) trials. The charts to the right show the results of corresponding pairwise comparisons of OD conditions between probe-only and probe-gap
trials (squares within the bold frame), as well as within probe-only and probe-gap trials (squares flanking the bold frame).
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validate the different amplitude patterns in the N1 and N2 time
range, a two-way rANOVA with a factor latency range (150 –200
and 230 –330 ms) and a seven-level factor OD was computed,
which yielded significant main effects of latency range (F(1,20) �
97.6, p � 0.0001) and OD (F(6,120) � 5.2, p � 0.005) but most
importantly also a significant interaction (F(6,120) � 3.7, p �
0.05). Hence, in view of our predictions, the pattern of amplitude
modulations in the N2 time window is consistent with discrimi-
nation matching being the critical determinant of global FBA. In
contrast, the amplitude pattern between 150 and 200 ms suggests
that template matching is the mechanism underlying global FBA
in the N1 time range.

Source localization analysis
Figure 4 shows the distribution maps of source activity underly-
ing the global FBA effect, which is represented by the electromag-
netic field difference OD0° � OD45° and OD45° � OD90°.
Shown is the distribution of the grand average (a, c) as well as the
distribution of individually estimated source-density maxima (b,
d) rendered onto a cortical surface segmentation of the MNI
brain. The distribution maps in a show estimates of the OD0° �
OD45° difference at 190 ms (left) and 245 ms (right) after stimulus
onset. c shows corresponding estimates of the OD90° � OD45°
difference. At both time points, source-density maxima of the

difference are located in the posterior lateral and ventral occipital
cortex. However, a closer inspection of the maps in a and c sug-
gests that the maxima at 245 ms (green and yellow circles) are
positioned at a slightly more posterior and ventral location than
the maxima at 190 ms (red and blue circles), which locate to a
more anterior and lateral region. To evaluate whether this repre-
sents a systematic difference, the localization of source-density
maxima was estimated in each individual subject based on indi-
vidual anatomical data (if available; see Materials and Methods)
and then transformed into the MNI reference space (see Materi-
als and Methods). Figure 4b shows scatter plots of the maxima of
the OD0° � OD45° difference in the N1 time range (150 –200 ms,
red dots) and in the N2 time range (230 –330 ms, green). d shows
analogous scatter plots for the OD90° � OD45° difference (blue,
yellow). Maxima in the N2 time range (green, yellow) pool more
posteriorly than the maxima in the N1 time range (red, blue),
suggesting that source activity reflecting discrimination match-
ing indeed arises from a more posterior cortical locus in ventral
extrastriate cortex than source activity reflecting template match-
ing. To further validate this topographical difference, we com-
puted two-way rANOVAs with the factors “OD difference”
(OD0°�OD45° and OD90°�OD45°) and “time point” (190 and 250
ms) on MNI coordinate measures along the x, y, and z directions.

Figure 3. Average ERP waveforms (average across subjects) and amplitude measures of experiment 1 (a– c) and experiment 2 (d–f ). a, Waveforms of the OD0° (solid thick line), OD45° (solid thin
line), and OD90° (dashed line) conditions recorded from a left parietal– occipital electrode showing maximum effect size (PO7) in experiment 1. Amplitude effects reflecting global FBA in the N1 and
N2 time range are highlighted by the bright and dark gray areas between curves, respectively. The black horizontal bars index periods of significant amplitude differences ( p � 0.05, sliding-window
F test). The bar plots on the right show mean amplitude measures of all OD conditions in the N1 (b) and N2 (c) time ranges. Data are referenced to the amplitude of the OD45° condition. The vertical
lines show the SEM. d shows average ERP waveforms from electrode site PO9 showing maximum effect size in experiment 2. Modulation effects reflecting global FBA are highlighted in light gray
(N1 time range) and dark gray (N2 time range). The bar plots on the right show corresponding mean amplitude measures (again referenced to the OD45° condition) for the different OD conditions
in the N1 (e) and N2 (f ) time ranges.
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These analyses revealed significant main effects of time point
along the x and y direction (x, p � 0.0001; y, p � 0.0001) but no
effect of OD difference (x, p � 0.26; y, p � 0.21). Along the z
direction, no clearly significant effect was seen, for neither time
point (p � 0.08) nor OD difference (p � 0.98).

In summary, experiment 1 shows that the electromagnetic
signature of global FBA reflects both template and discrimination
matching. Notably, these operations are dissociated in time dur-
ing early visual processing, with selection based on template
matching appearing before selection based on discrimination
matching. Finally, the distribution of underlying cortical source
activity in ventral extrastriate cortex differs such that template
matching arises in a more anterolateral region relative to source
activity reflecting discrimination matching.

Experiment 2
The observations of the first experiment suggest that global FBA
proceeds in a sequence of different selection processes, with an
initial process reflecting the degree of match against the atten-
tional template, followed by a process reflecting the degree of
match between object features that are discriminated in the focus
of attention. Given such dissociation, it should be possible to
influence the two phases of modulation independently. For ex-
ample, an experimental manipulation that changes the set of ori-
entation templates without altering the similarity relationships
between the target and the probe would be expected to cause
amplitude changes in the early N1 but not in the subsequent N2
time range. This prediction was addressed in experiment 2 with
the simple manipulation of only having 15° between the two

target orientations. In other words, we replaced OD90° with
OD15° now matching the target definition, with the prediction
that if, the negative enhancement in the N1 time range reflects
template matching, it should now be absent for OD90° probes. As
reported below, this is exactly what we observed.

Behavioral performance
Figure 2b shows mean RT and accuracy data for the different OD
conditions of experiment 2. RT varies between conditions, with
fastest responses appearing for the OD45° condition. An
rANOVA with a seven-level factor OD validates the overall pres-
ence of RT effects (F(6,210) � 25.7, p � 0.0001). The results of
subsequent pairwise comparisons are summarized in the corre-
sponding matrix chart. Performance accuracy was generally high
but did not vary significantly as a function of OD (F(6,210) � 1.62,
p � 0.14). Subsequent pairwise comparisons are summarized in
the adjacent matrix chart. As in experiment 1, RT performance
is fastest for OD45° trials but does not show a pattern that
would otherwise link in a systematic way with the experimen-
tal conditions.

Electromagnetic recordings
As visible in Figure 3d, the first OD-related ERP modulation
appeared in the N1 time range between 160 and 200 ms (sliding-
window ANOVA with a seven-level factor of OD). Like in exper-
iment 1, the effect is characterized by an enhanced negativity to
probes with the target orientation (bright gray area between
curves in d) relative to the OD45° condition. This is confirmed by
significant pairwise comparisons of mean amplitude measures in

Figure 4. Source localization results of experiment 1. a, Source-density distributions estimated for the OD0° � OD45° difference of the grand-averaged (over subjects) electromagnetic field
response at representative time points in the N1 (190 ms, left) and N2 (245 ms, right) time ranges rendered onto 3D surface segmentations of the MNI brain. The red and green dots index
source-density maxima in the early and late time ranges, respectively. The red dashed line highlights the location of the source-density maximum at 190 ms maximum in the 245 ms map. b shows
respective source-density maxima (OD0° � OD45° difference) in the N1 (red) and N2 (green) time ranges of each individual subject taking part in experiment 1. c, Source-density estimates of the
OD90° � OD45° difference. The blue dashed line highlights the location of the source-density maximum at 190 ms in the 245 ms map. d, Scatter plot of source-density maxima in the N1 (blue) and
N2 (yellow) time ranges computed based on individual subject data.
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the N1 time range (OD0° vs OD45°, p � 0.01; OD15° vs OD45°,
p � 0.05). However, in contrast to experiment 1, the response to
OD90° probes in this time range is not enhanced relative to
OD45° (p � 0.87). This is also visible in e, which summarizes
mean amplitude measures between 160 and 200 ms of the differ-
ent OD conditions relative to the amplitude of the OD45° condi-
tion. Hence, in line with our prediction, removing OD90° from
the target description eliminates the respective negative enhance-
ment of the N1, confirming that the amplitude modulation in
this time range reflects template matching. Compared with ex-
periment 1 (b), the N1 amplitude profile of experiment 2 shows a
strong abrupt reduction at OD30° relative to OD15° and OD0°,
with no difference between OD30° and OD45° (e). This change in
profile is notable because it may reflect a narrower tuning (rela-
tive to experiment 1) of feature selectivity underlying template
matching as a result of a much smaller orientation difference
between the target orientations in experiment 2 (15° vs 90° in
experiment 1). Such interpretation would align with the recent
demonstration (in the motion domain) that feature attention can
alter feature space to optimize the separation between relevant
and irrelevant feature values (Zirnsack and Hamker, 2010). Of
course, this observation needs to be validated by additional ex-
periments explicitly addressing this possibility.

Finally, as predicted, the response in the subsequent N2 time
range (230 –320 ms) closely resembles the pattern seen in the first
experiment ( f). That is, the negativity decreases with increasing
OD, in line with this phase reflecting discrimination matching.
An rANOVA with the factor OD revealed that the amplitude
variation in the N2 time range is significant (F(6,210) � 9.4, p �
0.0001). Furthermore, pairwise comparisons confirmed that the
response to OD0° was significantly more negative than to OD45°

(p � 0.05), to OD90° (p � 0.0001), and that the response to
OD45° was more negative than OD90° (p � 0.005).

Source localization analysis
Figure 5a shows the distribution of source-density maxima of the
OD0° � OD45° difference at 195 ms (left) and 255 ms (right) of
the grand average across all subjects (n � 36). b shows the distri-
bution of individual subjects’ source-density maxima of the
OD0° � OD45° difference in the N1 and N2 time range rendered
onto a cortical surface segmentation of the MNI brain. As in
experiment 1, source-density maxima arise in ventral lateral ex-
trastriate cortex, with the first maximum in the N1 range being
located more anteriorly than the maximum in the N2 time range.
This difference in localization along the anteroposterior exten-
sion of the ventrolateral occipital–temporal cortex is also visible
in b, in which the subjects’ individual maxima in the N1 (red) and
N2 (green) time range are plotted. Consistently, a one-way
rANOVA comparing subjects’ individual MNI coordinate mea-
sures in the N1 versus N2 time range along the x, y, and z direc-
tions revealed a significant effect along all axes (x, F(1,35) � 63.7,
p � 0.0001; y, F(1,35) � 47.4, p � 0.0001; z, F(1,35) � 4.1, p � 0.05).
Furthermore, a comparison of localization maxima of the OD0°
� OD45° condition in the N1 time range with the maxima of the
OD90° � OD45° condition in the N2 time range revealed signif-
icant differences along the x-axis (F(1,35) � 14.0, p � 0.001) and
y-axis (F(1,35) � 15.6, p � 0.0005), indicating that the relative
effect of discrimination matching of OD45° versus OD90° in the
N2 time range does again arise from more posteromedial ventral
extrastriate cortex than the effect of template matching in the
N1 time range. No significant difference was observed along
the z-axis.

Figure 5. Source localization results of experiment 2. a, Source-density distributions estimated for the OD0° � OD45° difference of the grand-averaged electromagnetic field response at
representative time points in the N1 (195 ms, left) and N2 (255 ms, right) time ranges rendered onto 3D surface segmentations of the MNI brain. The red and green dots index source-density maxima
in the early and late time ranges, respectively. b shows respective source-density maxima in the N1 (red) and N2 (green) time ranges of each individual subject taking part in experiment 2. c,
Source-density estimates of the grand-averaged OD90°�OD45° difference. d, Source-density maxima estimated from the OD90°�OD45° difference of each individual subject in the N2 time range
(yellow).
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In summary, the results of experiment 2 confirm our predic-
tion that replacing the orthogonal with the 15° tilted orientation
in the target description eliminates the enhanced negative mod-
ulation in the N1 time range seen in experiment 1 for OD90°
probes, consistent with template matching being responsible for
respective modulation to arise. Moreover, the source localization
results of experiment 2 replicate the topographical dissociation of
source-density maxima seen in experiment 1, in which template
matching corresponded with more anterolateral sources, whereas
discrimination matching was associated with more posteroventral
sources in ventrolateral extrastriate cortex.

Experiment 3
In the previous experiments, the ERP response in the N2 time
range was characterized by a systematic decrease of the negativity
with decreasing probe-to-target similarity. The implicit assump-
tion was that the size of the negativity reflects the degree of pro-
cessing bias for the orientation of the probe entailed by the
discrimination of the target (discrimination matching). Al-
though this interpretation is straightforward in the context of the
present experiments, an alternative possibility needs to be ad-
dressed. During visual search, it has been shown that focusing
attention onto the target elicits a component called N2pc: a
negative-going modulation in the N2 time range measurable over
the posterior scalp contralateral to the target (Luck and Hillyard,
1994). The N2pc is an index of attentional focusing onto the
target (Woodman and Luck, 1999), but it is also known to reflect
the attenuation of interference from distractors (Luck et al., 1997;
Hopf et al., 2002; Hickey et al., 2009; Boehler et al., 2011b). Be-
cause the N2pc amplitude becomes larger with increasing feature
overlap between target and distractor, it is possible that, in the
present experiments, increasing the similarity between target and
probe may have invoked an N2pc-like distractor inhibition pro-
cess based on increased interference. In other words, the varia-
tion seen in the N2 time range may represent an N2pc response
becoming larger the more the probe matches the target because
more attenuation of the probe is needed to eliminate distraction.

In experiment 3, we explored whether the effects driving the
N2 modulation in the above experiments reflect enhanced or
attenuated processing with a post-probe stimulation protocol.
To this end, we used the general setup of experiment 1 but inter-
rupted the presentation of the probe for 50 ms starting 150 ms
after probe onset on half of the trials. Such a gap elicits a response
on its own and can be analyzed as a function of probe-to-target
similarity. To isolate the response to the gap proper (gap re-
sponse), we subtracted the response to a probe without a gap
(probe-only trials) from the response to the same probe followed
by a gap (probe-gap trials). Given the usual delay of at least �80
ms for reaching extrastriate cortex [if we take the macaque as a
reference (Schmolesky et al., 1998)], the gap response is expected
to start entering into processing of the probe after �230 ms, that
is, in the time range of the N2 response. Our reasoning was that,
if the effect of discrimination matching in the N2 time range
reflects distractor attenuation, the initial feedforward response
elicited by the gap should be reduced with increasing similarity.
Probe-to-target similarity was varied as in experiment 1, but we
simplified the setup by retaining only three essential OD condi-
tions (OD0°, OD45°, and OD90°) sufficient for characterizing the
effect of template and discrimination matching.

Behavioral performance
Figure 2c shows mean RT and accuracy data for the three differ-
ent OD conditions of probe-only (bright gray) and probe-gap

trials (dark gray). As in experiment 1, on probe-only trials RTs
were faster for the OD45° condition relative to the OD0° and
OD90° conditions. However, for probe-gap trials, responses to
the OD45° condition are slower than to the OD0° condition. The
difference of RT patterns of probe-only versus probe-gap trials is
confirmed by a two-way rANOVA with the factor OD (OD0°,
OD45°, and OD90°) and gap presence (present and absent),
which yielded a significant main effect of gap presence (F(1,17) �
5.8, p � 0.05), a significant gap presence � OD interaction
(F(2,34) � 22.7, p � 0.001), but no main effect of OD. The results
of pairwise comparisons between all conditions are summarized
in the corresponding matrix chart. Performance accuracy was
generally high as in experiment 1 but showed a decrement for
OD90° in probe-only trials. A respective rANOVA yielded a sig-
nificant main effect of OD (F(2,43) � 4.6, p � 0.05) but no effect of
probe presence and no gap presence � OD interaction. To sum-
marize, the presentation of a gap altered neither response accu-
racy nor the RT measures for the target-defining orientation
values. The only change associated with presenting the gap was an
RT increase of the OD45° condition. Notably, consistent with
experiment 1, no-gap trials were associated with slower responses
for the OD0° and OD90° conditions relative to the OD45° con-
dition, with no difference between OD0° and OD90°—a pattern
that parallels template matching, in that a task-relevant probe
orientation entails a slowing of the responses, no matter whether
that orientation is actually under discrimination in the focus of
attention.

Electromagnetic recordings
Response to the feature probes. Figure 6a summarizes the effects of
probe similarity in the early N1 time range (for all probe types)
and in the N2 time range (no-gap probes only; probe-gap trials
were excluded from the analysis because they are contaminated
by the gap response in this time range) at electrode site PO7. For
the N1 time range (150 –200 ms), the effect of template matching
seen in experiment 1 is replicated. The negativity to both the
OD0° and OD90° probes is clearly larger than to OD45°. This is
confirmed by a significant rANOVA with the three-level factor
OD (F(2,34) � 4.33, p � 0.05), as well as by subsequent pairwise
comparisons, which yield significant differences when compar-
ing OD0° versus OD45° (p � 0.042) and OD90° versus OD45°
(p � 0.036). The difference between OD0° versus OD90° probes,
however, is not significant (p � 0.3). In the N2 time range (220 –
320 ms), the effect of discrimination matching is also replicated
(F(2,34) � 8.32, p � 0.005), with the negativity to OD90° being
even smaller than to OD45° probes. Pairwise comparisons indi-
cate that the response to OD0° probes is significantly more neg-
ative than to OD45° (p � 0.05) and to OD90° probes (p � 0.001).
The small reduction for OD90° relative to OD45° probes is not
significant (p � 0.18).

Response to the gap. Figure 6b shows the response to the gap
(probe gap � probe-only difference waves recorded at P7) time
locked to probe onset 150 ms before the gap of the three OD
conditions. The first modulation of the gap response as a function
of OD arises �80 ms after the gap onset (sliding-window rA-
NOVA with three-level factor OD, p � 0.05). The modulation is
driven by a positive enhancement of the P1 component after
OD0° probes (green area under the curve), with a maximum
�100 ms. c shows the current source underlying this P1 effect,
which originates in left posterior ventrolateral occipital cortex,
consistent with the VF of gap presentation. In contrast, no such
P1 enhancement is seen for the OD45° and OD90° conditions.
Hence, the initial response to the gap is enhanced when the ori-
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entation of the probe matches the target,
indicating that the probe-related N2 en-
hancement in experiments 1 and 2 indeed
reflects enhanced rather than attenuated
processing attributable to probe-to-target
similarity. It should be noted that, in a
later time range, the N1 elicited by the gap
is reduced after OD0° probes—an ampli-
tude effect seemingly consistent with
response attenuation. However, this am-
plitude reduction may be a consequence
of a sustained positivity starting with the
P1 enhancement. In fact, such sustained
positive enhancement has been docu-
mented under related experimental con-
ditions (Zhang and Luck, 2009). Despite
the nature of the gap-related response in
the N1 time range, it is important to see
that what is relevant and informative with
respect to assessing the state of cortical re-
sponsiveness after the probe (in the N2
time range after probe onset) is the initial
modulation of the gap-elicited forward
response as indexed by the P1.

Discussion
The reported observations add to a grow-
ing number of studies showing with dif-
ferent methodologies that attention to
features operates in a spatially global
manner (Maunsell and Treue, 2006). In
the present experiments, the global nature
of this selection was indexed by negative
amplitude enhancements of the occipital
N1 and N2 components over the hemi-
sphere contralateral to the VF of probe
presentation, with underlying source ac-
tivity being consistently localized in left
ventrolateral extrastriate cortex. More im-
portantly, the present experiments clearly
extend previous studies into global FBA by
addressing an important yet open issue:
does global biasing arise because features at
unattended locations match task-relevant
descriptions held in memory (template
matching) or because they match features
currently under discrimination in the focus
of attention (discrimination matching)?
Our results indicate that both types of
matching occur, with template matching arising between 150 and
200 ms (N1 time range) after stimulus onset and �80 ms before
discrimination matching between �230 and 320 ms (N2 time
range). Further emphasizing a functional dissociation, both opera-
tions were found to arise from separate regions of the ventrolateral
extrastriate visual cortex.

The fact that global FBA (at the neural population level) is
characterized by a sequence of different selection processes rep-
resents an important and novel observation, which adds general
support to the view that attention involves multiple operations
that unfold over time (Luck, 1995; Kastner and Pinsk, 2004; Hopf
et al., 2005; Roelfsema et al., 2007). Moreover, the specific tem-
poral order of selection operations progressing from higher-tier
(anatomically “late”) to lower-tier (anatomically “early”) areas

fits with theories proposing that explicit visual perception pro-
ceeds in a recurrent top-down manner (Di Lollo et al., 2000;
Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Bullier, 2001; Deco and Zihl, 2001;
Spratling and Johnson, 2004; Compte and Wang, 2006; Tsotsos,
2011). A key common feature of those theories is that abstract
categorical selection in higher-level visual cortex appears before
selection based on more detailed input representations in lower-
level visual areas (reverse hierarchy model; Hochstein and
Ahissar, 2002). Our source localization results provide particular
support for this notion. Given that, in humans, the hierarchical
level of representation in ventral extrastriate visual cortex in-
creases toward more anterior and lateral regions (Sereno et al.,
1995; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Orban et al., 2004), the
spatiotemporal distribution of current sources progressing from

Figure 6. Results of experiment 3. a, Bar plots showing mean amplitude measures of the three OD conditions in the N1 (left) and
N2 (right) time ranges at electrode site PO7 showing maximum variation. Data are referenced to the amplitude of the OD45°
conditions. The vertical lines show the SEM. b, Difference waveforms (probe-gap � probe-only difference) recorded from P7
showing the gap-elicited response for the three OD conditions. The P1 enhancement of the OD0° condition is highlighted in green.
Time point 0 ms refers to the onset of the gap 150 ms after probe onset. c, Distribution of current source-density estimates
computed for the grand-averaged P1 effect (probe-gap � probe-only difference) of the OD0° condition 100 ms after gap onset.
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more anterior/lateral to more posterior/medial is compatible
with global FBA operating in a “reversed direction” from
abstract-to-detailed selection through the visual hierarchy. This
observation complements analogous findings in spatial selection
(Martínez et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2001; Noesselt et al., 2002;
Hopf et al., 2006; Boehler et al., 2009; Buffalo et al., 2010) and
during face recognition (Sugase et al., 1999). Note, however, that
the relative time course of processes underlying global feature
selection may not be fixed and depend on the state of attentional
focusing in a flexible way. For example, probing global feature
selection after feature attention is already deployed turns out to
modulate the P1 component—an early-latency ERP modulation
indexing feature selection already during the feedforward sweep
of processing (see experiment 3; Zhang and Luck, 2009).

The fact that, in the present experiments, the feature bias re-
flecting categorical selection/template matching arises before the
feature bias underlying discrimination matching lines up with a
number of reports showing that stimulus identification based on
categorical discrimination is faster than identification requiring
more thorough stimulus discrimination. For example, neural
correlates of high-level object identification in natural scenes
have been shown to arise very rapidly, �150 ms after scene onset
(Thorpe et al., 1996; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001; VanRullen and
Thorpe, 2001; Rousselet et al., 2002; Fize et al., 2005). Impor-
tantly, the rapidity of selection was attributed to the possibility to
select “disjunctive sets of unbound features of a target category”
(Evans and Treisman, 2005). That is, rapid selection as early as
150 ms after stimulus onset comes at the cost of feature selection
remaining spatially unbound. Template matching as indexed by
the N1 enhancement between 150 and 200 ms fits this property.

Regarding polarity, topography, and time course, the negative
enhancement indexing global FBA in the N1 and N2 time range is
similar to modulations seen in previous experiments investigat-
ing feature selection in visual search (Hopf et al., 2004). In these
experiments, the selection of the search target was associated with
a negative-polarity modulation contralateral to distractor items
carrying a target-defining orientation feature. This modulation
started �140 ms after search frame onset, which is comparable
with the onset latency of the initial FBA effect in the present
experiments. In the study by Hopf et al. (2004), feature selection
started �40 ms before spatial focusing onto the target, leading to
the hypothesis that neural processing underlying this initial neg-
ative modulation may be suited to provide a spatial map of target-
defining features for guiding spatial focusing onto the target. The
present observations qualify this interpretation. The location of
the target is known and continuously attended, which preempts
feature-guided target localization. Nonetheless, effects of global
FBA arise with a similar latency in the N1 time range, suggesting
that they reflect a more direct correlate of target selection in the
focus of attention driven by a categorical match with task-
relevant item descriptions. Consistent with this timing, single-
unit recordings in the macaque revealed that the onset of firing
enhancements to the presentation of target features in cells with
RF outside the focus of attention appeared �150 –200 ms after
stimulus onset (Motter, 1994).

After template matching in the N1 time range, the modulation
in the subsequent N2 time range is found to reflect the match
between features presented inside and outside the focus of
attention (discrimination matching). Indeed, although the set of
target-defining orientation values changed between experiments
1 and 2, the same gradual reduction of the negativity with increas-
ing orientation difference is observed in the N2 time range. That
is, the negative response enhancement in this time range indexes

a selection bias for orientation as a direct function of the
similarity between the orientation of the probe and the target,
independent of whether the orientation of the probe matches
task-relevant orientation values. Hence, the effect of global
feature selection in this time range relates to the discrimina-
tion of the actual orientation of the target, presumably driven
by a selective bias of the gain of cells coding the orientation
under discrimination.

A potential issue with this interpretation relates to reports that
negative-polarity modulations in the N2 time range reflect the
operation of distractor suppression. Specifically, in visual search
tasks, it has been shown that a modulation, typically referred to as
N2pc, reflects the attenuation of interference from distractors
that share target features (Luck et al., 1997; Hopf et al., 2002;
Hickey et al., 2009; Boehler et al., 2011b; Hilimire et al., 2012). It
is possible that increasing the orientation similarity between tar-
get and probe rendered the latter more effective in attracting
spatial attention away from the target. As a consequence, stronger
attenuation of the probe associated with a bigger N2pc may ac-
count for the negative enhancement in the N2 time range seen in
experiments 1 and 2. The results of experiment 3 speak against
this possibility. In experiment 3, we analyzed the response to a
short disruption of the probe between 150 and 200 ms after probe
onset (gap response) as a function of probe-to-target similarity.
If the neural operation giving rise to the N2 enhancement reflects
the attenuation of the distracting probe, the sensory response to
the gap should be reduced for probes matching target orientation
relative to probes not matching. This is not what we observed.
The response to matching probes in the P1 time range is signifi-
cantly enhanced, indicating that sensory processing of the probe
is actually amplified (Hillyard et al., 1998). In fact, such P1 en-
hancement has been shown recently to reflect the immediate bias
of selecting an attended feature (color) during the feedforward
sweep of processing in visual cortex (Zhang and Luck, 2009).
Hence, the negative enhancement in the N2 time range is unlikely
to represent distractor attenuation. Moreover, there is evidence
that the subcomponent of the N2pc reflecting distractor attenu-
ation is a relative positivity [distractor positivity (Pd)] contralat-
eral to the distractor receiving suppression (Hickey et al., 2009;
Hilimire et al., 2012). Accordingly, more attenuation of the probe
would be associated with an increased contralateral positivity,
contrary to what we observed here.

Finally, not all ERP studies into feature attention (color, mo-
tion direction) were able to document spatially global selection
effects (Hillyard and Münte, 1984; Anllo-Vento and Hillyard,
1996). For example, Hillyard and Münte (1984) reported effects
of feature selection inside the focus of attention but no such
effects outside, which is in clear contrast to the present observa-
tions. However, there are differences in experimental design that
may explain the absence of such effects in these previous studies.
(1) Stimulus duration was very short (32 ms) compared with
present experiments (700 ms). It is possible that effects of global
feature selection require the feature to be present for a longer
time to develop. (2) The previous studies used single-item pre-
sentation, which emphasized the attentional capture by the stim-
uli in the unattended VF. The presentation of irrelevant
singletons at unattended locations was shown recently to elicit a
Pd component in the time range of the typical selection negativi-
ties (Sawaki and Luck, 2010), and the Pd is believed to index the
suppression of input from distractor locations (Hickey et al.,
2009; Hilimire et al., 2012). Because subjects in the study by
Hillyard and Münte (1984) were to withhold the response to
distractors in the unattended VF, capture may have been stronger
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and the associated Pd larger for distractors drawn in the target
color. This may have cancelled the negative amplitude modula-
tions indexing global feature selection. Of course, more experi-
mental work is required to clarify the discrepancy.

Conclusions
The three reported experiments suggest that global feature-based
selection of orientation involves a sequence with at least two
functionally distinct components. An initial component (�150 –
200 ms) reflecting the match between the orientation of the probe
and task-relevant response alternatives (independent of whether
the target and probe actually matched in orientation) is followed
by a second phase (�230 –330 ms) reflecting the similarity of the
orientation of the probe with the actual orientation of the target
presented on a given trial. Experiment 3 rules out the possibility
that the second component merely reflects an effect of distractor
attenuation (N2pc-like response) as a function of feature simi-
larity. Together, the present observations suggest that global
feature-based selection (as assessed at the neural population
level) may not represent a single operation but a sequence in
which the selection based on task relevance has temporal and
hierarchical priority over the selection based on the sensory sim-
ilarity of the input.
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